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Power Systems
SCC powers smarter systems for a smarter planet 
by harnessing IBM virtualisation

Built on an open innovation platform
Today, IT managers are tasked with wide ranging responsibilities and require more flexible 
information infrastructures to take their respective organisations forward. By investing in IBM 
Power System technology customers can realise the value of these investments to deliver 
enterprise class computing for your business.

Superb Technology for Superb Results  
IBM Power is a market leader in business critical systems 
because clients have found that their applications and 
databases run best on Power - keeping their businesses 
operational, providing the essential comfort that the systems 
will be available. This will mean higher quality IT requiring 
fewer resources, with service levels that meet or exceed 
requirements.

Dynamic Efficiency for Cloud
Organisations are embracing cloud computing to reduce costs 
and improve efficiency - eliminating capital, lowering labour 
expenses and creating flexibility. Companies are choosing 
private clouds on Power Systems to address security and 
availability issues. With IBM Power Systems, customers can 
realise the value of cloud delivery quickly and easily, leveraging 
Power’s virtualisation foundation for superior utilisation, 
availability and security at a lower cost.

Power Scale-Out/Linux servers
IBM Power Systems™ push the physical and virtual boundaries 
of data centre technology with innovation, designed to drive 
data-centric applications faster and more efficiently, as required 
for today’s smarter enterprise. Featuring POWER technology 
in a dense, rack-optimised form factor, these servers run 
industry standard Linux distributions from Red Hat, SUSE, and 
Ubuntu, and are priced to provide a more scalable alternative 
to commodity x86 scale-out options.

Business Analytics for Data
Analytics on Power Systems delivers 40 percent better 
performance with Cognos BI than Windows on x86 and 
40 percent less total cost of ownership (TCO) than Oracle 
Exadata Database and Teradata Active Enterprise Data 
Warehouse.

Enhanced Compliance for Security
Highly networked, data-intensive computing models have 
introduced significant security risks to IT infrastructures. 
Greater interconnectivity and system concentration 
exacerbates the chance of cascading system failures. IBM 
Power Systems, coupled with IBM PowerSC, provides 
a security and compliance solution that greatly simplifies 
security management and compliance measurement - 
bolstered by enhanced security features that support IBM 
PowerVM’s record of six times less average downtime 
than x86 alternatives, as well as zero reported security 
vulnerabilities against the hypervisor.
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Customers switching to IBM Power Systems 
virtualisation solutions for their business critical 
applications can rely on:

• Higher infrastructure confidence
Proven, reliable IBM technology built on Power processors.

• Innovative and dependable technology
Uncompromised virtualisation performance with 
PowerVM™ and PowerKVM™.

• Trusted migration expertise
Seamless integration from Sun, HP and x86 systems onto 
IBM’s highly advanced virtualisation platforms.

• Resiliency without downtime
High availability and disaster recovery with PowerHA 
System Mirror disk solutions.

• Leadership scale-up and scale within systems 
Industry leading virtualisation management capabilities with 
VMControl™complementing PowerVM™.

• Reduced running costs.
Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) can be achieved 
through ‘virtualising’ everything in the data centre. But 
as server virtualisation use has increased, so too has the 
demand for memory. To fulfil this demand IBM introduced 
the AME, Active Memory Expansion, into Power™ 
Systems.

Our Credentials
• Long standing professional partnership spanning over 30 

years.

• Pre-eminent expertise in the breadth and depth of IBM 
technologies available.

• Strategic commitment to working with partners that are 
proven to remove unnecessary cost, achieve ROI and deliver 
growth through service performance.

• Integrated IBM-SCC support services

• Ability to deliver wide range of IBM consultancy, workshops, 
implementation and post delivery services.

• Portfolio of high profile clients already benefitting from SCC’s 
proven IBM expertise.

A Powerful Partnership
IBM and SCC have had a working relationship for over 30 
years, which is strong at all levels of both organisations and 
across all territories (UK, France, Spain, Netherlands).

We are a Premier Business Partner and also one of the 
members of IBM’s Annual European Business Partner Advisory 
Council.

As a Premier partner, SCC enjoys the Premier level of 
accreditation across the full range of products:

• Hardware including Power, Storage Intel, Pure (Pure Data, 
Pure Application, PureFlex), iDataplex.

• All Software products (SCC is the most accredited partner 
in Europe)

• TSS (Technical Support Services).

• IBM Solutions such as Netezza, Pure Data

SCC has also gained Speciality Status for IBM Power 
Systems, IBM Storage and Pure/flex. Specialty Partner Status 
recognises and rewards IBM Business Partners who make a 
significant investment in skills and certifications, have acquired 
and completed client references, and have achieved market 
differentiation by successfully selling and deploying solutions 
based on the respective IBM technologies.

Benefit From a Dynamic Infrastructure
IBM’s latest generation Power systems have been configured 
to allow organisations of all sizes to deploy and benefit from 
dynamic infrastructure. From enterprise level through to major 
corporate,

flexible infrastructures offer compelling cost and environmental 
savings, as well as proven productivity gains. But only 
engaging an IT partner with the knowledge to fully embrace the 
dynamic

infrastructures concept can companies expect to see 
significant returns on investment.

Choosing a Speciality Business Partner is confirmation that you 
are working with a provider that has been awarded the highest 
accolade possible by an IT organisation that takes its partner 
accreditations seriously.

SCC’s IBM Expertise
As a longstanding IBM Business Partner, SCC has vast 
experience of working with IBM’s legacy and latest generation 
offerings.

System Z
Hybrid computing design that can manage and integrate 
workloads on multiple architectures with the simplicity of a 
single system.

Storage System Technologies
Optimising compete and dynamic solutions in a wide range of 
server environments.

System X
Supporting the delivery of dynamic infrastructures through 
server technology innovation

Smarter Software 
IBM Software helping to transform your business and manage 
dynamic infrastructures.
For further information on how SCC can work with you to 
implement IBM’s innovative dynamic infrastructure call us on 
0845 351 1157 or email moreinfo@scc.com


